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Abstract We present a new engineering model for the M component mode of charge transfer to ground
that can predict the observed electric field signatures associated with this process at various distances,
including (a) the microsecond‐scale pulse thought to be due to the junction of in‐cloud leaders and the
grounded, current‐carrying channel and (b) the ensuing slow, millisecond‐scale pulse due to the M
component proper occurring below the junction point. We examine the features of 13 microsecond‐scale,
fast electric field pulses associated with M component processes in upward negative lightning initiated from
the Säntis Tower and recorded 14.7 km from it. Eleven out of the 13 pulses were found to be unipolar
with pulse widths in the range of 9.8 to 35 μs, and the other two were bipolar. To model the process that gives
rise to microsecond‐scale pulses, we hypothesize that the current pulses propagating away from the junction
point along the main lightning channel (below the junction point) and along the feeding in‐cloud leader
channel (branch) carry the same amount of charge. We further assume that the pulse traversing the branch
is similar to a subsequent return‐stroke (RS) pulse. In the model, the RS‐like process is represented by the
MTLE model. The millisecond‐scale field signature that follows the initial fast pulse in M components at
close distances is simulated in our model using the guided‐wave M component model. The proposed model
successfully reproduces the vertical electric field waveforms associated with M‐component processes in
upward lightning flashes initiated from the Säntis Tower at 14.7‐km distance from the lightning channel, in
which both the fast, microsecond‐scale and the following slower, millisecond‐scale pulses were observed.
Themodel also reasonably reproduces the known features of electric field signatures at close distances (up to
5 km), where the amplitude of the millisecond‐scale hook‐like pulse is much larger than that of the
microsecond‐scale pulse, and at far distances (of the order of 100 km), where the microsecond‐scale pulses
are dominant.

1. Introduction

Three basic modes of charge transfer to ground associated with cloud‐to‐ground lightning discharges have
been identified to date: (1) The leader/return stroke (RS) mode of charge transfer, (2) the continuing current
(CC) mode of charge transfer, and (3) the M component mode of charge transfer (Rakov et al., 2001). These
three modes have been observed both in downward and in upward lightning flashes (Miki et al., 2005).

The M‐component mode of charge transfer takes its name from the term “M components.” M components
were first described as intensifications in the luminosity of lightning channels in downward lightning
(Malan & Collens, 1937). Based on channel‐base current measurements in triggered lightning experiments,
Fisher and co‐workers (Fisher et al., 1993) reported that M components are linked to current pulses during
the slow CC that follows some RSs, having an amplitude of tens to hundreds of amperes and lasting from less
than 10 to hundreds of milliseconds. M components also occur during the initial stage in upward lightning
and rocket‐triggered lightning.

When measured at the channel base, the current pulses associated with the M component mode of
charge transfer exhibit a more or less symmetrical waveshape (Fisher et al., 1993; He et al., 2018; Paul
& Heidler, 2018; Thottappillil et al., 1995; Visacro et al., 2013) and they are responsible for the above men-
tioned transient enhancement in the channel luminosity (Campos et al., 2007; Flache et al., 2008; Jordan
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et al., 1995; Malan & Schonland, 1947; Qie et al., 2011; Stolzenburg et al., 2015; Winn et al., 2012; Zhou
et al., 2014).

The characteristics of M component current pulses at the channel base are found to be different from those
of RS pulses (Thottappillil et al., 1995). The reported geometric mean of the 10% to 90% risetime and of the
current peak of M components were 422 μs and 117 A, respectively. They also found that the first M compo-
nent occurs within 4 ms after the RS. A similar conclusion was arrived at by Campos et al. (2007) who used
high‐speed video camera observations. A thorough statistical analysis of the channel‐base current features of
M components, including total charge, duration, and amplitude of the pulses in comparison with RS pulses,
was also given by Zhang et al. (2016).

Using streak‐camera records of two M components during a downward lightning flash, Jordan et al. (1995)
found, for one of their recorded events, that the amplitude and waveshape of the luminosity did not vary
with height. For another event, they found a slight decrease in the amplitude of light with increasing height.

Using optical measurements along with channel‐base current measurements, Flache et al. (2008) reported
that current pulses with risetimes longer than 8 μs corresponded to the M component mode of charge trans-
fer to ground and those with risetimes shorter than 8 μs were associated with the leader‐RS mode.

The electric field fromM component processes is characterized by a millisecond‐scale, hook‐like shape pulse
at distances of up to a few kilometers (Malan & Schonland, 1947). Rakov et al. (1992) analyzedM component
electric field waveforms at distances of 2.5 to 27 km. They observed one or several microsecond‐scale fast
pulses in the initial part of 70% of the slow hook‐like shape pulses. At longer distances of 45 to 128 km,
the fast pulse is observed to become dominant and the slow, hook‐like shape waveform is generally not
discernible (Tran et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2017).

Zhou et al. (2015) used the term “mixedmode” of charge transfer to describe the transfer of charge associated
with faster pulses (compared to M component‐type pulses) superimposed on the initial continuous current
(ICC) in upward negative flashes. The name mixed mode was given to this mode of charge transfer by Zhou
et al. (2015) because of their observation of two distinct channels sharing only their lower part, one of the
channels supporting the CC mode of charge transfer and the other the leader/RS mode of charge transfer.
They used the time difference between the peak of the electric field and the onset of the current as a criterion
to distinguish between the different modes of charge transfer.

The pulses associated with the mixed mode of charge transfer mentioned above exhibit faster risetimes
than M component‐type pulses and are asymmetrical in shape. They are associated with the junction of a
leader to an already luminous ICC channel at junction point heights that are low, typically lower than 1
km or so, compared to the junction point heights observed for “classical” M component‐type processes
(Zhou et al., 2015).

Using an interferometer along with field measurements in downward lightning flashes, Shao et al. (1995)
found that an M component‐like process could occur upon the connection of a recoil leader to a CC‐carrying
channel. They also observed that within a few milliseconds after the arrival of the RS to the source region in
the cloud, fast positive streamers propagate away from the source region and they are followed by fast
negative streamers that retrace the positive streamer channel. These recoil streamers, with estimated speeds
of 106 to 107 m/s, introduce negative charge into the cloud‐to‐ground channel, thus leading to the M compo-
nent mode of charge transfer. They observed that microsecond‐scale electric field pulses occur upon the
connection of the recoil leader to the current‐carrying channel.

Using interferometer observations along with channel‐base currents and close electric field measurements
(92 to 357 m), Yoshida et al. (2012) investigated the mechanism of charge transfer during the initial stage
of rocket‐and‐wire‐triggered lightning. They inferred that M component‐like pulses during the initial
stage of the flash can be initiated either by recoil leaders in decayed branches (short‐duration leaders) or
by separate in‐cloud leaders (long‐duration leaders).

Mazur and Ruhnke (2011) proposed an electrostatic model for the formation of what they referred to an
“M‐event” process. In their model, after the attachment of a newly formed branch or a reactivated branch
to themain channel of an upward negative lightning, the branch behaves in amanner similar to that of other
UPL (upward positive leader) branches (see their Figure 22). The authors also proposed a similar model for
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dart leader/RS processes, in which upon arrival of the dart leader to the ground, an impulsive RS process
occurs (see their Figure 21). Mazur and Ruhnke (2011) did not consider the transient process in the main
channel, which is the M component proper.

Rakov et al. (1995), considering simultaneously measured channel‐base currents and close electric fields (30
m) for the M component process, proposed a guided‐wave (two‐wave) mechanism, in which a downward
moving current wave would be followed by an upward moving wave of the same polarity. The model pro-
posed by Rakov et al. (2001, 1995) was implemented in some studies to reproduce the millisecond‐scale elec-
tromagnetic field signature of theM component process (He et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2011).
Optical evidence in support of the guided‐wave mechanism of M components is reported by Jiang et al.
(2014). However, the above models cannot reproduce the fast, microsecond‐scale pulses observed at larger
distances from the lightning channel, up to about 130 km (Rakov et al., 1992, 1996; Tran et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2017).

Warner et al. (2016) recorded high‐speed video images of a bidirectional leader whose negative end con-
nected to a luminous upward positive leader channel and, upon the connection, observed a fast pulse in
the associated electric field recorded at 18 km.

Tran and Rakov (2019) recently developed an advanced (distributed‐circuit) model of M components that
takes into account transient processes both in the grounded channel and in the in‐cloud channel making
connection to it but tested their model only against the field measured at close distances.

In this paper, using observed features of M component luminosity and recorded electric fields presented in
the literature, we propose a new engineering model that can predict both the millisecond‐ and the
microsecond‐scale electric field pulses of theM component process at various distances. Ourmodel describes
the transient processes both in the main channel (M component proper) and in the newly connected or
reenergized branch (the excitation source), each contributing to the distant electromagnetic signatures of
M components. The proposed model can be used to infer the height of the junction process. However, more
validation measurements are required in this regard using either optical observations or VHF imaging tech-
niques such as Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) and interferometry.

The M component events used in this paper for the validation process are associated with M component
pulses in upward lightning flashes. The similarity between M components in the CC of downward lightning
flashes and M component pulses in the ICC in upward lightning was established by He, Azadifar, Li, et al.
(2018). As a result, the same mathematical modeling is applicable to the M components associated with
downward flashes.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the current and electric field measurement
stations installed at and near the Säntis Tower; data acquired at these stations were used to test the validity
of the proposed model. In section 3, we discuss the features of the fast microsecond‐scale pulses. A possible
scenario and mathematical modeling of the M component process are presented in sections 4 and 5, respec-
tively. Simulations and results are given in section 6. Finally, summary is given in section 7.

2. Current and Field Measurement Stations

The Säntis Tower is 124 m tall, and it sits on top of the 2,502‐m tall Mount Säntis located at 47°14′57″N and
9°20′32″E in the Appenzell region in northeastern Switzerland. The Säntis Tower was instrumented in May
2010 for the direct measurement of lightning currents (see Romero et al., 2012, for detailed information on
the instrumentation and Azadifar et al., 2014, for upgrades made in 2013–2014).

A wideband electric field measurement station was deployed on 23 July 2014, and it was operational until 28
October 2014 to record electric fields associated with lightning striking the Säntis Tower. The electric and
magnetic field sensors were installed on the roof of a 25‐m tall building belonging to Huber+Suhner in
Herisau, 14.7 km away from the tower.

The system included two Thales (former Thomson CSF) Mélopée sets for the measurement of the vertical
electric field and the azimuthal magnetic field. The operating frequency bandwidth of the system was 2
kHz to 150 MHz, and the time constant of the system was about 160 μs. To compensate for the effect of
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the relatively short time constant of the system, the methodology pro-
posed by Rubinstein et al. (2012) was applied to the recorded electric
field waveforms.

It should be noted that the channel‐base current and electric field wave-
forms were synchronized using the pattern of interpulse intervals since
GPS time stamps were not available for the events used in this paper.

3. Characteristics of the Microsecond‐Scale
Fast Pulses

We now briefly review the observed features of the fast electric field pulses
associated with the M components reported in the literature, and we pre-
sent the characteristics of similar field pulses measured at the Säntis
Tower facility (in Herisau, 14.7 km away from the tower).

Fast electric field pulses that mark the start of the M component process
were named microsecond‐scale pulses by Rakov et al. (1992). They found
that microsecond‐scale pulses associated with M components were often
irregular. They observed one pulse or multiple pulses of bipolar or unipo-
lar waveshapes within the initial portion of the hook with either the same
or opposite polarity with respect to the hook‐shaped pulse. Shao et al.
(1995) observed that fast pulses occur upon the connection of fast negative
recoil leaders with the previously formed main positive leader channel
inside the cloud. The first microsecond‐scale electric field signature of M
components and the corresponding current waveform were reported by
Rakov et al. (2001). Based on measurements at 7 and 18‐km distances,
Warner et al. (2016) observed similar fast electric field pulses upon the
connection of the negative end of bidirectional leaders with existing, still
developing upward positive leaders.

Tran et al. (2013) detected microsecond‐scale electric field pulses only in
1/3 to 1/2 of the M component pulses at 45 km from the rocket‐triggered
lightning flashes. They reported that the time difference between these
fast pulses and the starting point of the channel‐base current in their data-
set was in the range of 1 to 120 μs for fields recorded at 45 km.

Here, we present characteristics of individual microsecond‐scale fast
pulses in our electric field records 14.7 km away from the lightning
channel. Note that the atmospheric electricity sign convention is used to
represent electric field waveforms throughout this paper.

We observed that the microsecond‐scale fast pulses (which we will call
fast connecting pulses) could be bipolar or unipolar. Both the initial polar-

ity of the bipolar pulses and the polarity of the unipolar pulses were the same as that of the slow M compo-
nent pulse field, which was in turn the same as that of RSs in negative cloud‐to‐ground lightning. Figure 1
shows two examples of fast connecting pulses with unipolar and bipolar pulse shapes, with pulse widths of
about 14.1 and 15.2 μs, respectively. Table 1 presents characteristics of 13 fast connecting pulses, including
pulse shape, initial polarity, and pulse width. These 13 pulses were selected since they are large enough for
their waveshape to be distinguishable from the background noise. The majority of the pulses are unipolar,
and the pulse widths range from 9.8 to 35 μs. It should be noted that due to the background noise, pulse
width values are only rough estimates.

4. Proposed Scenario for M Component Process

In this section, we review the observations presented in various studies on the M component mode of charge
transfer to ground and propose a possible scenario, which can predict the full electric field signature at var-
ious distances, including the fast, microsecond‐scale field pulses.

Figure 1. Fast connecting pulses observed about 15 km away from the light-
ning channel. (a) A unipolar pulse with initial positive excursion (the pulse
width is about 14.1 μs). (b) A bipolar pulse with initial positive excursion
(the overall pulse width is about 15.2 μs).
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1‐ The electric field waveforms associated with M component processes
are characterized by a millisecond‐scale, hook‐like shape pulse that
is clearly visible at close distances and that can be reproduced by simu-
lation using the guided‐wave model proposed by Rakov et al. (2001,
1995). More recently, He, Azadifar, Rachidi, et al. (2018) used the
guided‐wave model to reproduce millisecond‐scale electric field pulses
at a distance of 15 km from the lightning channel.

2‐ Microsecond‐scale electric field pulses have been observed to appear
upon the connection of a negative leader to the already luminous main
conducting lightning channel (Shao et al., 1995). Warner et al. (2016)
observed microsecond‐scale fast pulses upon the connection of a bidir-
ectional leader to both upward and downward developing positive lea-
ders. These field pulses have been observed at distances up to 126 km
(Wang et al., 2017). This observation implies that a highly transient
process occurs upon connection of a floating (in‐cloud) channel to
the main grounded channel.

3‐ High‐speed video images of a bidirectional leader that attaches to a preexisting positively charged light-
ning channel were recorded by Montanyà et al. (2015) during an IC flash. They observed that upon the
connection of the negative end of a bidirectional leader to the positively charged end of in‐cloud channel,
the luminosity of the main in‐cloud channel increased on one side of the junction point only (see their
Figure 3). Also, a bright luminosity front traveled from the connection point outward through the
negative end of the bidirectional leader, past the initiation point, and out to the positive end of the bidir-
ectional leader. Montanyà et al. (2015) described this luminosity as a RS‐like process.

Based on the above mentioned observations and discussion, we propose a possible scenario which, as we will
see, can reproduce the observed E field records, including both the fast connecting pulses and the following
slow pulses, at 14.7 km from the channel, as well as the observed features of the fields at closer and at
longer distances.

The fact that the current in the mixed‐mode of charge transfer to ground is associated with low junction
points and with channel‐base current pulses with fast risetimes, similar to RSs, suggests that the current

in the branch propagates into the main channel. If that is also the case
for the higher junction points associated with M components, then it is
possible that the slow M component current waveshapes observed at the
base of the channel stem from the effects of propagation along the main
channel to the ground. Tran and Rakov (2019), who modeled M compo-
nents using a nonlinear distributed circuit model, reported significant dif-
ferences in the current (and power) waveform frequency content near the
ground level and aloft. The higher‐frequency components present near
the junction point were largely “filtered out” within a few kilometers of
that point. In our model, we used an engineering approach to account
for the transition from branch to main channel in which the link between
the current in the branch and the current in the main channel is only
based on the total charge contained in the respective pulses, while using
for the main channel the guided‐wave mechanism that has been tested
in the literature (e.g., (He, Azadifar, Rachidi, et al., 2018). This approach
simplifies themodel, and, as we will see, it yields good agreement between
the model‐predicted and experimental results.

Figure 2 illustrates schematically the main grounded channel, which
facilitates the CC mode of charge transfer to ground (in blue). A negative
in‐cloud leader labeled “Branch A” (a recoil or newly formed leader),
shown as a dashed red line, approaches the main channel.

• Upon connection of the main channel and Branch A, negative charges
carried by the branch will be introduced into the main channel, which

Table 1
Characteristics of Fast Connecting Pulses

Count Pulse shape Initial polarity Pulse width (μs)

1 unipolar + 9.8
2 unipolar + 10.4
3 unipolar + 25.4
4 bipolar + 20
5 unipolar + 15.3
6 unipolar + 14.1
7 unipolar + 11.6
8 unipolar + 13.1
9 unipolar + 12.1
10 unipolar + 15.5
11 unipolar + 35
12 unipolar + 16.2
13 bipolar + 15.2

Figure 2. The proposed model. Left panel: Channel geometry prior to con-
nection of approaching leader. Right panel: Channel geometry after con-
nection of the leader to the main channel launching current waves along
both the main channel and Branch A, away from the junction point.
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is assumed to be at nearly ground potential. A neutralization wave similar to a RS process travels away
from the junction point along Branch A (see the pulse and arrow pointing away from the main channel
in the right panel of Figure 2). Similar to the RS current pulse, this current pulse is expected to have a
short risetime. This scenario is consistent with the optical observations by Montanyà et al. (2015),
although their main channel was not grounded.

• The neutralization in Branch A drains positive charges from the main channel. As a result, a negative cur-
rent wave moves downward in the main, current‐carrying channel and undergoing attenuation and dis-
persion in its path, as expected for M component waves (Tran & Rakov, 2019). This downward wave gets
reflected off the top of the tall object, and the reflection moves upward (guided‐wave mechanism).

5. Mathematical Modeling

Figure 3 shows an example of an M component‐like pulse including its measured channel‐base current,
measured electric field waveform at 14.7 km, and time‐constant‐compensated electric field waveform.
This event occurred on 21 October 2014 at 20:42:50 (local time) in a negative upward lightning discharge
initiated from the Säntis Tower. The part of the E field plot highlighted in red up to 50 μs shows the
microsecond‐scale electric field pulse, and the rest of the plot highlighted in blue shows the millisecond‐
scale pulse.

Figure 4 shows a schematic diagram of the proposedmodel. The adjustable parameters for themain channel,
modeled as a straight and vertical line, and for the branch that influence the temporal and spatial distribu-
tion of the current are given in the diagram.We will use i1(z,t) and i0(r,t) to represent the current distribution
along the main channel and Branch A, respectively. For the current in the branch, r is measured along the
branch starting at the junction point. To calculate the fields from Branch A, the basic field equations for a
straight and vertical channel were modified by way of geometrical translations and rotations. The details
of these operations are not presented here.

Figure 3. An example of simultaneous channel‐base current and raw and compensated vertical E field waveforms. The
waveforms are part of an upward negative flash initiated from the Säntis Tower, which occurred on 21 October 2014, at
20:42:50 (local time).
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As discussed in sections 1 and 4, the M component model based on the
guided‐wave mechanism proposed by Rakov et al. (2001, 1995) can repro-
duce the slow, millisecond‐scale electric field waveform from an M com-
ponent process. We employed that model in this paper to calculate the
fields due to the current waves in the main channel. Note that the current
above the junction point is assumed to be zero. The distribution of the cur-
rent along the main channel is given by equation (1)

i1 z0; tð Þ ¼ i1 H; t− H−z0ð Þ=v1ð Þ t<H=v1

i1 z0; tð Þ ¼ i1 H; t− H−z0ð Þ=v1ð Þ þ Rg×i1 H; t− H þ z0ð Þ=v1ð Þ t≥H=v1
(1)

in which

• H is the height of the junction point,
• v1 is the velocity of the incident and the reflected current waves,
• Rg is the current reflection coefficient at ground level, and
• i1(H,t) is the current injected at the junction point. This current can be

obtained from the current measured at the channel base (i1(0,t)) by set-
ting z ' → 0 and t → t+H/v1.

As stated in section 4, we consider a RS‐like process (based on the MTLE
model) in Branch A, given by equation (2). The current as a function of

time and of the position along Branch A, which according to the MTLE model (Nucci et al., 1988; Rachidi
& Nucci, 1990), is given by

i0 r; tð Þ ¼ exp −r=λ0ð Þ×ic t−r=v0ð Þu t−r=v0ð Þ (2)

in which ic(t) is the current at the junction point propagating along Branch A, λ0 is the attenuation constant,
and v0 is the propagation velocity. The current in the main channel is only observable after it has propagated
down to the tower, since the current measuring instrumentation is installed on the tower. The exact
mechanism of charge neutralization and redistribution upon the attachment of Branch A to the main chan-
nel is not known. In addition, the electrical properties of both the main channel and Branch A are possibly
time varying and nonlinear (see Tran &Rakov, 2019). As a result, ic(t) cannot be retrieved from themeasured
channel‐base current due to the unknown attachment mechanism, dispersion, and attenuation along the
main channel.

Absent any experimental way to determine the current in the branch and based on the description by
Montanyà et al. (2015) of the luminosity wave in a newly connected branch as a RS‐like process, we used
the typical subsequent RS current waveform (ityp(t)) proposed by Rachidi et al. (2001) to specify the shape
of ic(t). These typical waveforms are represented by the sum of two Heidler functions whose parameters
are given in Table 2. The only constraint that we have imposed is conservation of charge at the junction point
during the entire process. Imposing this condition, ic(t) can be found using equation (3):

ic tð Þ ¼ ityp tð Þ×q

q ¼
∫
∞

0
i1 H; t0ð Þdt0

∫
∞

0
ityp t0ð Þdt0

: (3)

6. Simulations and Results

In this section, we examine the ability of the proposed model to repro-
duce the electric field signatures of the M component process at various
distances. We will first compare the electric field waveforms predicted

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the proposed model with input parameters
corresponding to the main channel and the branch. The adjustable para-
meters are (i) height of the main channel H, velocity of the M component
wave v1, and reflection coefficient at ground level Rg, for the main channel,
and, (ii) return stroke velocity v0, attenuation constant λ0, length of the
branch L0, inclination angle (θ0), and azimuth angle (φ0), for the Branch A.

Table 2
Parameters of Heidler functions used to represent typical
subsequent return stroke

Heidler function parameters (1) Heidler function parameters (2)

I1 (kA) 10.7 I2 (kA) 6.5

τ11 (μs) 0.25 τ21 (μs) 2.1
τ12 (μs) 2.5 τ22 (μs) 230
N1 2 N2 2
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by the model to the measured electric fields at 14.7 km, using the measured channel‐base current
waveforms. We will then present a discussion of the effects of the variation of the model parameters, and
we will show the ability of the model to predict the observed electric field waveforms of M components
at other distances. Finally, we will propose a definition of close and middle‐and‐far range distances
based on the present model.

6.1. Ability of the Proposed Model to Predict Electric Field Waveforms Measured at 14.7 km

Figures 5 and 6 present the electric field obtained by using the proposed model with the parameters given in
Tables 3 and 4. The values of the parameters were selected by trial and error to obtain a good fit between the
measured electric fields and the simulated waveforms. From the listed parameters,H, which is the height of
the junction point, is common to the main channel and the branch. Excellent agreement can be observed in
Figures 5a and 6a between the simulated and the measured electric fields. It can be observed in Figures 5b
and 6b that the total field at late times is affected by the field from Branch A.

Note that the height of the tip of the Säntis Tower is about 2,600 m above sea level. The median height of the
−10° isotherm (which is thought to be indicative of the main negative charge region (Krehbiel, 1986) is esti-
mated to be about 4,000‐m ASL (Azadifar et al., 2016; this is also consistent with the height of lightning

Figure 5. Vertical electric field computed using the model proposed in this paper. The lightning flash occurred on 21
October 2014, at 20:42:50. (a) Simulated vertical electric field versus measured field. (b) Contribution of main channel
and of Branch A to the total electric field.
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discharges found in the unpublished LMA lightning observations at the Säntis Tower. As a result, the
estimated heights for the main channel above the tower tip of 1,100 and 1,400 m are reasonable for the
particular case of Säntis Tower lightning events. Note that similar values are obtained in He, Azadifar,
Rachidi, et al. (2018).

Figure 6. Vertical electric field computed using the model proposed in the paper. The lightning flash occurred on 21
October 2014, at 20:42:50. (a) Simulated vertical electric field versus measured field. (b) Contribution of main channel
and of Branch A to the total electric field.

Table 3
Parameters providing the best fit of simulated and measured fields for Example 1 (see Figure 5)

Quasi‐RS parameters M‐event parameters

RS speed (V0) 1.05 × 108 m/s
Wavefront
speed (V1) 0.7 × 108 m/s

Junction height (H) 1,100 m Height of channel (H) 1,100 m
Attenuation constant (λ0) 400 m Reflection coefficient (Rg) 0.8
Length of branch (L0) 8,000 m
Inclination angle (θ0) 73o

Azimuth angle (φ0) 90o

Charge calibration factor*(q) 1.9

*This factor was applied to conserve the charge at the junction point.
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Our analysis shows that the millisecond‐scale pulse is primarily influenced by the height of the junction
point (H) and the ground reflection coefficient (Rg). The speed of the M component wave, v1, on the other
hand, does not influence the waveform significantly.

Table 4
Parameters providing the best fit of simulated and measured fields for Example 2 (see Figure 6)

Quasi‐RS parameters M‐event parameters

RS speed (V0) 108 m/s Wavefront speed (V1) 0.8 × 108 m/s

Junction height (H) 1,400 m Height of channel (H) 1,400 m
Attenuation constant (λ0) 500 m Reflection coefficient (Rg) 0.8
Length of branch (L0) 8,000 m
Inclination Angle (θ0) 73o

Azimuth Angle (φ0) 90o

Charge Calibration factor*(q) 3.4

*This factor was applied to conserve the charge at the junction point.

Figure 7. Vertical electric field computed using the model proposed in the paper. (a) The lightning flash occurred on 21
October 2014, at 20:42:50. (b) The lightning flash occurred on 22 October 2014, at 01:13:36.
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The shape of the fastmicrosecond‐scale pulse is essentially determined by the assumed current in the branch,
the RS velocity v0, the attenuation constant used in theMTLEmodel (λ0), the inclination angle of the branch
θ0, and the azimuth angle of the branch φ0. The length of Branch A (L0) does not play a significant role.

To summarize, the proposed model is able to predict the observed electric field at 14.7 km for measured
channel‐base currents, including the fast, microsecond‐scale pulse.

To further validate the model, two more cases were considered. Figures 7a and 7b show the simulation
results in comparison with the electric field waveforms measured at 14.7 km. The parameters of the model
for the cases presented in Figures 7a and 7b are given in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. A reasonable agreement
between the simulation results and the measured waveforms is evident, although the undershoot of the elec-
tric field in Figure 7b could not be completely reproduced. Our analysis has shown that the obtained result
can be improved by modifying the RS‐like current wave in the branch by shortening the tail of the
current waveform.

6.2. Ability of the Proposed Model to Reproduce Observed Electric Field Features at
Various Ranges

In this section, we discuss the effect on the fields at various distances of the input parameters of our model.
We show that selecting the values of the parameters within physically plausible ranges leads to successful
reproduction of the observed electric field waveform features. These parameters are (1) observation point,
(2) geometry of the branch, and (3) velocity of wave propagation along the branch.
6.2.1. Distance to the Lightning Channel and Branch Azimuth Angle
In order to investigate the effect of distance and branch azimuth angle (φ0), we calculated the vertical electric
field using the parameters (other than φ0) given in Table 3. We simulated the fields at 1, 5, 15, and 100 km
making the azimuth angle φ0 (see Figure 4) equal to 0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, and 180°. Results are pre-
sented in Figure 8. The following can be seen from that figure:

1. At 1 km, the microsecond‐scale pulses are negligible compared to the millisecond‐scale pulses
(Figure 8a).

Table 5
Parameters providing the best fit of simulated and measured fields
for Example 3 (see Figure 7A)

Quasi‐RS parameters M‐event parameters

RS speed (V0) 1 × 108 m/s Wavefront speed (V1) 0.9 × 108 m/s

Junction height (H) 1,500 m Height of channel (H) 1,500 m
Attenuation constant (λ0) 800 m Reflection coefficient (Rg) 0.8
Length of branch (L0) 8,000 m
Inclination Angle (θ0) 80o

Azimuth Angle (φ0) 90o

Charge Calibration factor*(q) 4

*This factor was applied to conserve the charge at the junction point.

Table 6
Parameters providing the best fit of simulated and measured fields for Example 3 (see Figure 7B)

Quasi‐RS parameters M‐Event Parameters

RS speed (V0) 1.5 × 108 m/s Wavefront speed (V1) 0.9 × 108 m/s

Junction height (H) 1,900 m Height of channel (H) 1,900 m
Attenuation constant (λ0) 200 m Reflection coefficient (Rg) 0.8
Length of branch (L0) 8,000 m
Inclination Angle (θ0) 60o

Azimuth Angle (φ0) 90o

Charge Calibration factor*(q) 4

*This factor was applied to conserve the charge at the junction point.
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2. At 15 and 100 km and φ0 close to 90°, the microsecond‐scale pulses become comparable and even domi-
nant compared to the millisecond‐scale pulses (Figures 8c and 8d).

3. At 15 and 100 km and φ0 close to 0 or 180°, the microsecond‐scale pulses become negligible compared to
the millisecond‐scale pulses (Figures 8c and 8d).

The proposed model predicts bipolar microsecond‐scale pulses when the azimuth angle is either between
−45° and 45° or between 135° and 225°. Our analysis also shows that longer tails of the RS‐like currents
in the branch will lead to more unipolar pulses and vice versa.
6.2.2. Branch Polar Angle
Here, we evaluate the effect of the branch polar angle (θ0) on the calculated vertical electric field waveform.
We simulated the field at 15‐km distance, for θ0 equal to 10°, 30°, 70°, 90°, 110°, and 130° and for φ0 equal to
90°. It should be noted that the chance of having an angle θ0 greater than 90° is low, especially in the case of
upward flashes. All other parameters are the same as those in Table 3.

Figure 8. Simulated vertical electric field at 1, 5, 15, and 100 km at azimuth angles φ0 equal to 0, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°,
and 180°. The other parameters of the model are the same as in Table 3.

Table 7
Chosen parameters to compute DRR values

Quasi‐RS parameters M‐event parameters

RS speed (V0) Swipe = 1 × 108 to 1.5 × 108 m/s Wavefront speed (V1) Constant = 0.7 × 108 m/s

Junction height (H) Swipe = 500 to 2,000 m Height of channel (H) Swipe = 500 to 2,000 m
Attenuation constant (λ0) Constant = 400 m Reflection coefficient (Rg) Constant = 0.8
Length of branch (L0) Constant = 8,000 m
Inclination angle (θ0) Swipe = 50 to 120o

Azimuth angle (φ0) Swipe = 0 to 90o

Charge calibration factor*(Cq) Constant = 1.9

*This factor was applied to conserve the charge at the junction point.
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Figure 9 presents the obtained results. The following can be seen in the figure:

1. For θ0 equal to 90°, the microsecond‐scale pulse vanishes.
2. For θ0 smaller than 90°, the microsecond‐scale pulses have the same polarity as the millisecond‐scale

pulse.
3. For θ0 greater than 90°, the microsecond‐scale pulses have polarity opposite to that of the millisecond‐

scale pulse.
6.2.3. Velocity of the RS‐Like Wave Propagating Along the Branch
Figure 10 shows the simulated vertical electric field at 15 km from the main lightning channel. The wave
propagation velocity along Branch A is set to 1 × 108, 1.25 × 108, and 1.5 × 108 m/s. The (polar) inclination
angle of the discharge, θ0, is fixed at 50°, and the azimuth angle, φ0, is equal to 0°. All other parameters are
the same as those in Table 3. As the velocity of the RS‐like wave, the larger the amplitude of the
microsecond‐scale pulse.

6.3. Classification of Distance Ranges From the M Component Field Perspective

We have shown in sections 6.1 and 6.2 that the obtained electric field waveforms are dependent on themodel
parameters andmost importantly on the geometry of the branch.We suggest a possible method to define two
distance ranges: Close range and middle‐and‐far distance ranges based on the model proposed in section 5.

Figure 9. Simulated vertical electric field at 15 km at inclination (polar) angles θ0 equal to 10°, 30°, 70°, 90°, 110°, and
130°. (a) Overall waveform. (b) Expanded view.
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We define the Distance Range Ratio (DRR) as the ratio of the peak amplitudes of the microsecond‐scale
pulse at the start of the M component and of the ensuing millisecond‐scale pulse:

DRR ¼ Peak of Microsecond‐scale Pulse
Peak of Millisecond‐scale Pulse

: (4)

We calculated the value of DRR using the parameters given in Table 3. We set the parameters that have only
a minor effect on the peak of the microsecond‐ and the millisecond‐scale pulses to constant values (V1, Rg,
L0, λ0, and, q), and we swept the other parameters (V0, H, θ0, and φ0). We calculated the values of DRR
for distances of 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, and 20 km.

The obtained results show that at distances smaller than 5 km, the value of DRR is always smaller
than 1. We use this result to define distances shorter than 5 km as close‐range distances. At
distances greater than 5 km, the DRR could take values either smaller or greater than 1, depending
on the model parameters. We use that fact to define distances longer than 5 km as middle‐and‐far
range distances.

The definition of the DRR parameter is intimately related to the model introduced in this paper. It should be
noted that according to the definition of DRR given above, the close and the far ranges can be defined
as follows:

Close range: Distances for which the value of DRR cannot be greater than 1, regardless of the choice of
model parameters.

Far range: Distances for which the value of DRR can be greater than 1 for certain sets of model parameters.

Note that these definitions do not prohibit DRR from being equal to zero for certain sets of model parameters
at the far range. Specifically, DRR is equal to 0 for θ0 = 0. This fact is consistent with the observed electric
field waveforms of M components, in which, at far distances, the microsecond‐scale pulses can be either pre-
sent or absent.

7. Summary

We developed a newmodel of engineering type that can reproduce the observed electric field signatures of M
component processes at both close and far distances, including the microsecond‐scale connecting pulses.
Two channels are involved in the model: (1) The main channel, which carries a steady current (ICC or
CC following the RS) to ground, and (2) a floating, typically in‐cloud channel, which can be a previously

Figure 10. Simulated vertical electric field at 15 km. Propagation velocity along Branch A is set to 1 × 108, 1.25 × 108, and
1.5 × 108 m/s. The inclination angle of the discharge, θ0, is fixed at 50°, and the azimuth angle, φ0, is equal to 0°.
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created but decayed branch that gets reactivated by a recoil leader or a newly formed branch created by an
independent leader, which we call Branch A.

The model assumes a guided‐wave process (including the reflection from ground) in the main channel and a
RS‐like process in Branch A. The results of simulations show excellent agreement with the measured electric
fields at 14.7‐km distance from the tower. It should be noted that the parameters of the model were adjusted
to achieve a good match with the experimental results. The proposed model can also reproduce the electric
field signatures of M components at shorter and longer distances.
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